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Dear parents and carers,
What a week - flaming June at its best: plenty of glorious sunshine by day and a
strawberry supermoon to travel home to by night: natural highlights of creation
that I, for one, never tire of.

It really has been a thrilling week in school too, with children thoroughly consumed with the science learning and sharing this week.
The costumes on Tuesday were great fun but the turn out for projects was phenomenal, with quite a
few classes having a one hundred percent response! Whether as individuals or family-based projects, I
was hugely impressed by the range of subjects covered and by the effort that had gone into so many of
them. Your support as parents is very, very much appreciated by us all here in school. I hope that you
too shared a little proud moment as the projects were brought in: thank you (see pg5 for projects).

Edmondscote was such a great experience for our children who qualified to represent the

Southam Area from our school. We enjoyed quite a number of 2nd and 3rd positions - silvers and
bronzes - the second and third best in the whole of the Central Area!!! Thank you again for your
support of what is likely to be a life-changing experience for some of our children, to actually compete
a real circuit. See pg2.

Our Year 5s had plenty of preparation for it, but all made it to Horley Scout Camp for
their third and final activity day. It was a day of industrial archaeology along old mineral lines, a
day of being nature detectives to complement their work on Science
this week (lots of wildflower, tree and grass identification) a day
outdoor games in woodland, a day to discover the cooling properties
of sprayed water and a day of … eating!
We couldn’t have done it without Marc Day, Mark Richardson, Sonia
Eldredge and Rachael Pelter giving up their day to ensure that these
children could experience a day that most will never forget - you
could almost touch the excitement of some during the preparation
and the day most certainly didn’t disappoint—it just needed to be
longer: great fun. Well done to the staff team for supporting me to
put on a trip that I’ve done so often and remain so committed to.
Harry said that I was exhausted by the end! See pgs3&4.

Behind the scenes there has been some great musical preparation for the Concert Night
on Monday 4th July with input from all the music teachers. Google Forms will go out to all pupils
who receive instrumental lessons in school. If your child learns an instrument or sings outside of
school, please let Fiona in the office know so that we can include your child on the programme. Each
music teacher is also nominating 2 children to receive special music prizes as sponsored by the
Napton Music Festival. We now need to practice in earnest!! I can barely wait to be part of such an
exciting celebration of music that is likely to involve so many across the school from Yr2 to Yr6.
Governors have begun to meet up with children from across the school to talk about writing
and much, much more in the next couple of weeks. We hope that between 4 and 6 children
from every class will get the chance to share books and chat. Mr Jim Sleight (Co-chair of Governors)
got the ball rolling with Class 5: he was mightily impressed with their attitude to school.

They say that the weather is on the change but nevertheless, do have a good weekend.
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Our qualifiers that
represented the Southam
Area to compete at
Edmonscote!
Alice
Lilly
Heidi
Bea
Harvey A
Charlie
Oliver
Joshua V
Harvey KV
Rufus
Chesca
Gracie
Annie
To get to this stage was quite
an achievement: to earn
medals as were
presented in our assembly
today was something to be
super-proud of!

What an athletics team!

Table Top Gaming at St Lawrence’s
Every year, staff try to put on an extra-curricular club
that they think will appeal to another group of children.
Mr Snook has certainly got these children enthralled not just in the playing but in the creation of them!
Judging from Dylan and Toby it almost looks as if it is
too much fun - though please note that concentration!!
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Detective work and archaeological treasure hunting along the dismantled mineral
railway line near Horley! (something of an annual tradition for Yr5’s!)

Plenty of coal, clinka
and railway ballast still
remains where now
nature has reclaimed the
old railway line but if
you search carefully…

… you might
still find odd
bits of real
industrial
treasure
such as this
solid iron
bolt discovered in the
undergrowth!!
The iron
stone finds
were rich
with thick
veins of iron
- some as
much as 2 to
5 mm thick!
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And then Horley itself: a huge space to enjoy together: a huge space to play 40/40 in and...
a huge place to develop huge appetites ready for an outdoor buffet banquet (all prepared
by Yr5) and one hearty BBQ prepared by Sonia and Rachael!!

Before the games began, boundaries were beaten,
food was prepared with all hands on deck and
then it was devoured - woods make you hungry!
Plenty of places to hide - do you see those
children in camouflage down that path?
And what better to do after a BBQ than a few hand
stands to ‘Pepsi Cola’? Some were better than
others and yes … that is Mr Snook in full
camouflage with his feet in the air!!
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What a science day - terrific projects, such an array of costumes and some thoroughly
engaged children across the school. Great organising, Mrs Coombe!

Thank you so
much for your support with the projects - in just about all classes, 100% or close to of all children

And a few from Yr3 as well!

Thinking of cycling for the Napton Bike Ride
but worried about the hills?
Ask Leo - our resident expert on gearing
and the type of bike best to ride: science
in action!
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Year 2 did an experiment using plasticine to make an object that
would float and then carry the largest number of marbles possible.

And Year 1 have done some wonderful Science work in the Forest School

It wasn’t just a science day - it was a science week with investigations and experiments happening all over the school!
These from Yr3 involved lots light and shadows!

Sometimes, finding a suitably dark place to
investigate isn’t always as easy as you might
imagine - a perfect excuse for den building,
I’d suggest!!

Leo, Angus, Ellie
-Mae and Bea
(Yr5):
all clearly pleased
with their Cyanotype: art work created from chemicals, mixed with
water and exposure to sunlight:
this time using
leaves collected
from Horley and
our own school
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Gardening Club have been
doing a good lot of tidying up
this week… and have had a
very successful garlic harvest!

We are looking for a Parent Governor who will uphold the distinctive
character and excellence of the school. If you think you might be
interested in this role, please contact the school office for more
information and we’ll be very pleased to hear from you.
What is involved?



A willingness to commit to the role;



Reading papers and researching ahead of meetings;



Questioning in a professional and respectful manner in order to hold the
school to account;



Challenging and supporting in equal measure;



Ensuring children within the school develop both academically and
spiritually within a distinctively Christian ethos;



Helping build links between the school, church and local community.
Governors welcome enthusiasm, expertise or an interest in any area that
you might care to share!

Please do email us in the office if you’d like more information or to express your interest,
and we will ensure that you are put in touch with our Governors. Thank you!
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We are delighted to
announce today’s Stars of
the Week!
LLs: Maisie and Archie
Rec: Toby
Year 1: Joshua
Year 2: Georgie

Year 3: Harry
Year 4: Jessica
Year 5: Martha
Year 6: Harry

A Bronze Award goes to Harry (Yr3). Gold Awards go to Isabella, Gracie, Zachary, Charlie,
Austin, Annie, (Yr3) Angus, Daisy and Isla (Yr4). A Platinum Award goes to Reina (Rec)
this week!

Year 5 have been producing cyanotype
prints using a very exact process of
pressed flowers… Little Lawrences have
been working with charcoal paint… and Reception have been
making boats and melting chocolate - it’s been such an interesting
Science Week across the school!
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Year 3 have been finding a new shadow for Peter Pan, and finding a new
way to tell the time after a crocodile
ate the last clock in Neverland. We
learnt that the Sun’s position in the
sky changes gradually as the day
goes on – it ‘rises’ in the East and
‘sets’ in the West. It is this change in
the sun’s position in the sky that
causes the position of our shadows
to change too!
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